How can we change the advertisement and marketing
landscape to contribute to lowering the intake of ASF
in Europe?
Background to the workshop:
Without tackling the food environments that lead to a massive overconsumption of extractive animal
source food in Europe and transforming our food systems, the world risks failing to meet the UN
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and the Paris Agreement.
Healthy Food, Healthy Planet (HFHP), together with speakers from Planet Tracker, Greenpeace, Bite Back
2030, Vegetarian Society of Denmark, DeSmog and Global Strategic Communications Council, brought
together brilliant minds from different sectors of civil society to learn from each other about successful
strategies and tactics to reduce the advertisement of products that are harming us and the planet and cocreated strategies and campaign ideas on how marketing and advertising that are normalising high animal
source food intake diets could be halted.

Workshop outcomes:
A. The challenge:
While companies often claim that consumers have a choice, advertising plays a massive role in influencing
social norms and persuading consumers that they need a product before they think they do. This is no
different when it comes to animal source foods.
A big driver of making our unsustainable and high animal source intake diets seem normal is what we see
around us: whether through adverts for cheap burgers on prime time TV or online, 2 for 1 offers or festive
season specials in supermarket magazines, adverts for salami with bear faces in between children
programmes or games, influencers drinking sugary yoghurt drinks or munching away on unsustainably
produced chicken wings.
Supermarkets, food service restaurants like McDonalds or Burger King, food manufacturers like Nestle or
Unilever and meat and dairy producers like Arla or Danish Crown and their associations are spending
billions every year to drive our overconsumption of Animal Source Foods in Europe.
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B. Our Theory of Change
In order to create healthy, just and sustainable food environments in Europe, champions across subnational governments, retailers, where most ASF is sold and investors need to shift. What underlies and
cuts across all these levers is the need to change the current mindset and beliefs that shape our food
system in Europe.
C. The change we want to see on advertising:
In order to reduce the overconsumption of animal source foods in Europe and bring our animal source
food production in line with the Paris agreement and the SDGs by 2030 we want to have:
Rules and regulations:
a) Strengthened advertisement rules and regulations that ensure unhealthy and unsustainable
products like (extractive) meat can no longer be advertised or needs to be labelled as harmful.
b) Strong Europe wide rules (EU and other jurisdictions) and regulations that forbid
greenwashing/misleading claims (especially on food products).
Champions:
c) Companies (that not only sell ASF and therefore can change = supermarkets, manufacturers or
food service restaurants) to stop advertising (extractive) ASF and encouraging diet change.
d) Creatives of leading advertising (holding) agencies do not further make ads for extractive ASF (as
they believe it has become too controversial or creatively not challenging enough.)
Mindsets:
e) A growing number of people start to challenge misleading adverts related to ASF.
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f)

Nutritionists call for an update of current dietary guidelines to align ASF consumption with
updated evidence based on health and environment.

D. Key learnings from existing efforts:
-

-

-

-

Put a face on your campaign - Having affected and impacted people sharing their lived experience
(e.g. youth and targeted bombardement of junk food ads on social media) with decision makers
backed up by scientific evidence works well.
Build to be ready for your moment of opportunity. For example when Boris Johnson was
recovering from Covid-19, the obesity lens had a sudden unexpected window of opportunity for
asks to be delivered.
Consider both the inside and outside games. Industry insiders as messengers (Purpose disruptors
etc) and funder connections (Jamie Oliver) secured useful advertising Op Ed from John Heggarty.
Call for the controversial to spark the debate. A ban of all meat advertisement is legally possible
in Germany and in the EU (Greenpeace Legal Advice). While not being a popular demand with
consumers, such a controversial demand, can really spark a public debate and has led to a de facto
reduction of meat advertisements by campaign targets.
Focusing on the lack of transparency, or even better cases of deceit, on social, animal welfare
and environmental impacts of ASF (“You are being lied to/companies are not telling the truth”)
works well with consumers. Some tactics they used: hiring semioticians to analyse how meat was
being advertised, involving consumers in the campaign to send pictures of misleading
advertisements in the supermarkets.
Find a target that can leverage sector change. 6 Advertisement Holding Agencies cover a large
chunk of the advertisement market and at least 4 of them have interesting shareholders that could
be engaged in discussions about ethical investments/divestments.
The large turnover of ad agencies and their young staff who care about sustainability offer
opportunities.
Use litigation to disrupt. Litigation around advertisement and misinforming consumers is a means
to disrupt the way the livestock industry presents itself and helps to question their credibility and
reduce their influence in lobbying for destructive policies. It is important that the farmers are not
attacked. The message should be that the campaign is not against them.
Don’t do it alone! Having powerful allies - even if they don’t contribute financially - is key to a
good litigation campaign. You are up against a powerful opponent and you need to have the
resources and network for effective risk management.
We know their playbook. Expose extractive ASF industry using tobacco and fossil fuel playbook of
tactics e.g. shady government relations with industry can be exposed. Appeals to advertising
standing bodies to expose greenwashing.

E. Opportunities:
●

EU will debate several policies in the coming years that could provide an opportunity to debate
meat advertising but further analysis is likely needed. For example: The Digital Services Act, that
will increase transparency given to advertisers online, the initiative on substantiating green claims,
new directive pushed by other NGOs to limit marketing of unhealthy foods to children etc.
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●
●
●
●

COVID has sparked increased debate about obesity, healthy eating and junk food in some
countries. This could be used to build multiple issue lenses (health environment, animal welfare,
worker justice) and being ready to double down on moments of opportunity.
COVID has also revealed the terrible working conditions in the meat industry.
There are discussions in some countries around banning cheap meat advertisement (e.g. Germany,
Switzerland), with some calling for all meat adverts and others cheap or extractive meat.
Acceptance needed that some actors will call for different things.
Some shareholders of advertising holding agencies have made public sustainability commitments
and can be held accountable to their pledges. The ad industry is self questioning about climate
and emissions more and more and initiatives at COP 26 are tackling the elephant in the room, i.e.
advertising increases consumption hence emissions, calling for an industry reform.

F. Potential campaign ideas:
Inspired by the learnings and opportunities the participants brainstormed hundreds of ideas on how to
create changes in the advertisement and marketing to contribute to lowering the intake of ASF in Europe.
They then prioritised 4 together:
Idea 1: Brandalism through Warning Labelling/Memes

Idea 2: Expose + close ridiculous advertising loopholes

Idea 3: Litigate against false advertising of one target company

Idea 4: Expose truth not fiction - retail campaign
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Idea 1: Brandalism through Warning Labelling/Memes
Idea in a nutshell: A creative campaign to develop clear warning
memes and warning labels (like in the case of tobacco + alcohol) to
discourage consumption of extractive ASFs, with the added value of
encouraging and popularising conversations on food system
transformation. This campaign would start as a cross-sectional
grassroots campaign, issuing warnings, aiming towards a longerterm goal of mandatory warnings on ASF packaging.
Potential key activities: Conduct cross-sectoral conversations across
climate, health and social justice actors to agree upon what warning messaging to disseminate; Brandalism
- direct interventions at supermarkets and retailers; competition among young people to come up with
the cleverest and funniest warning memes; use warning memes as a tactic to support campaigns for
stronger/mandatory labelling.
Progress/Success would be: Having clear messages and memes created, seeing these memes publicly on
the streets and in supermarkets, seeing the narratives of the memes (warning - extractive ASFs are
dangerous for people and planet) pierce the public consciousness more, have groups across different
geographies take up the tactic, and eventually lead to significant labelling change.
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Idea 2: Expose and close ridiculous advertising loopholes
Idea in a nutshell: Identify and deploy the most ridiculous loopholes that
exist in advertising of (extractive) ASF and have a competition or similar to
have people expose what is allowed - creating a call for tightening of the
space. If riles make it harder to advertise the remaining advertising work
will be less creative and effective
Potential key activities:
Identify key groups to engage e.g. the next generation of marketing
professionals, 50 year old men.
Progress/Success would be:
- Advertising (extractive) ASF becomes boring and less appealing.
Insider advertising has begun to discuss why less people will take run work on adverts that
promote excessive meat consumption.
- Companies (marketing or retail or both?) agree to limit promotion of meats to dietary guidelines
(e.g. only x% of their leaflets can promote (extractive) ASF
- Some or all tobacco type rules (TBC) applied to animal source foods (no sexualising or
glamourising etc.)
- Combined pressure from health and environment in a country where consideration is being given
to lowering meat advertising e.g. Switzerland and Germany to fail fast and learn how to do it
better.
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Idea 3: Litigate against false advertising of one target company
Idea in a nutshell:
To change the current mindset and beliefs that shape our food system in Europe we
need to weaken the ability of advertising to put ASF first.
Potential key activities:
This campaign will strengthen the power of the people against greenwashing and
false advertising by launching a coordinated set of legal actions targeting a single
company in multiple jurisdictions. The exact nature of each case will need to be
jurisdiction specific.
Progress/Success would be:
The campaign will 1) have a direct impact on the ability of that company to greenwash 2) have a chilling
effect on the advertising industry 3) help shape new EU legislation by showing what happens or could
happen if strong legislation is not developed. 4) provide stronger avenues for the public to take action
against greenwash themselves so it creates a permanent shift.
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Idea 4: Truth not fiction - retail campaign
Idea in a nutshell: Advertising campaign to expose the truth around meat (the
real environmental and health harms behind) to convince big
companies/retailers to not to advertise meat and encourage a change in diets
(less meat). The campaign’s aim is to change company behaviour voluntarily
and then to get legislative change.
Potential key activities:
-Advert campaign where the industry narratives around food are contrasted
with pictures of how is the actual production of meat
-Publishing scientific facts around diets and meat consumption to support the
narrative and create public awareness
-Intervention: campaigners put labels on supermarket food to highlight the mislabelling by the
manufacturers
-Get EU legal opinion to confirm if meat adverts can be banned or restricted
-Work in meat labelling, get legal advice on what restrictions could be mandated
Progress/Success would be:
-Big companies/retailers decide not to advertise meat
- Retailers/meat producers label their products honestly (like eggs have to be labelled in the EU) as long
as there is no mandatory labelling, the companies do it voluntarily - see the labelling of the German
retailers
-Retailers advertise to encourage change in diet (less meat)
-Climate and health impact of meat consumption are well-known by people, encouraging companies to
change.
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Annex: Prioritised ideas
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Link
to
Mural
from
the
workshop:
https://app.mural.co/t/mareikebrittenconsulting7269/m/mareikebrittenconsulting7269/163396442425
7/03fd730dbb92e3a4bf4a6947bb5cc903fc4f6482?sender=u18114154f6bbc5cd9b250813
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